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Causal Traces

Arend Rensink

Institut f�ur Informatik� University of Hildesheim�

Abstract

Causal traces are strings over caused actions� which do not only tell what has hap�
pened �the action� but also on which actions in the past this was dependent �the causes��
The latter information is provided by a set of backpointers along the trace� in the form
of positive natural numbers� Thus� causal traces are the linear time counterpart of the
well�known model of causal trees�

We develop a complete algebra of causal traces� in which it is allowed to swap

subtraces that are causally independent� Care has to be taken that such swapping is
congruent with respect to trace composition� in particular� caused actions that occur
later in the trace may have to be adjusted to take swapping into account� The objects
of the algebra are therefore not simply traces� but traces combined with a causal ad�

justment which retains the necessary information to make concatenation well�de�ned�
We show how adjusted causal traces can be used to implement Mazurkiewicz traces�

and how they may be used as morphisms in a symmetric strict monoidal category very
similar to that of concatenable �Petri net� processes�

� Introduction

Among the best studied models for concurrent behaviour is that of Mazurkiewicz traces�
developed by Mazurkiewicz ���� ��� ���	 They combine the advantages of a relatively sim

ple technical setup and a clear intuition with good algebraic properties	 In conception�
Mazurkiewicz traces are strings over an alphabet of actions� with the additional feature that
there is a global independence relation over the actions that expresses which actions cannot
be causally dependent	 This latter information implies that if two independent actions are
speci�ed in sequence� then the sequential ordering was only �accidental� and the actions
may be swapped without changing the meaning of the trace	

On the other hand� a disadvantage of Mazurkiewicz traces is that the underlying assump

tion of a global independence relation over the actions is rather strong	 For instance� on an
abstract level it may be desirable to regard actions that are performed by parallel parts of
a system as equal� this soon leads to a violation of global independence	 �For instance� if
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one subsystem is able to perform actions a and b� and a second subsystem can do a as well�
then on a global level� a and b are neither dependent nor independent	� For this reason� a
number of proposals have been worked out to generalise Mazurkiewicz traces by relaxing this
underlying assumption� see e	g	 ��� �� �� ���	 However� it is not easy to retain the algebraic
properties in the generalised case� see e	g	 Bauget and Gastin ���	

The causal trace model described in this paper �Section �� is the deterministic version of
the well
known model of causal trees� introduced by Darondeau and Degano in ��� ��	 Causal
traces are proposed as a generalisation of Mazurkiewicz traces �see also �����	 In fact� using
causal traces one may model general concurrent languages �pre�x closed sets of pomsets��
without any assumption about global dependencies	 As in the approaches referred to above�
there are di�culties in obtaining a corresponding algebra� in the sense that in the �rst
instance� the permutation equivalence obtained by swapping independent elements of a causal
trace is not congruent with respect to concatenation of traces	 This is solved by introducing
causal adjustments �Section ��� which �remember the permutations of actions that have
taken place and allow to adjust the causes of later actions accordingly	 This gives rise to an
enriched model in which objects are pairs of causal traces and adjustments �Section ��� over
which �the corresponding extension of� permutation equivalence is a congruence	

We show a number of properties of the resulting objects	 First� we give a complete equa

tional theory for them �Section ��	 Second� we show that Mazurkiewicz traces are equivalent
to a subcategory of causal traces �Section ��� hence we have indeed de�ned a �proper� exten

sion	 Third� we show that causal traces can be regarded as arrows in a symmetric monoidal
category where the monoidal operator corresponds to parallel composition �Section ��� this
provides a connection with the semantics of Petri nets as formulated in terms of concatenable
processes in Degano� Meseguer and Montanari ���	

� Causal traces

Throughout this paper we assume a countable set A of actions	 From this we directly derive
the caused actions AK � A � Fin�N�� �where Fin�X� denotes the set of �nite subsets of
X�� consisting of pairs of actions and ��nite� sets of causes� represented by positive natural
numbers	 We write h�iiK � fk � i j k � Kg for all i � N and K � N�	 In principle� causes
are pointers into the past 	 The intention becomes clear when we look at caused actions in the
context of causal traces� which are strings �a��K�� � � � �an�Kn� � AK�	 The class of causal
traces is denoted CT	 We will use � to denote the empty causal trace and wx to denote the
concatenation of causal traces w and x� furthermore� we write jwj � n� and for � � i � n�
wi � �ai�Ki�� �w�i� � ai and Kw�i� � Ki	

For every i between � and jwj� Ki indicates the causes of wi by counting back from the
occurrence index i	 That is� for every k � Ki� w

i�k is taken to be a cause of wi	 Of course�
it may be that i� k � �� then apparently the cause that is referred to lies before the start
of w� and will be instantiated only after we append w to some pre�x	 Such �pointers into
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an unknown past will be called free causes from now on�� they are de�ned by

FC �w� � fi� � � k j � � k � jwj � k � i � Kw�K�g � ���

Causal traces give rise to partial orders in a natural way �while ignoring free causes	 If
w is a causal trace as above� then a corresponding labelled partially ordered set is hI��� �i
where I � f�� � � � � ng� i � j if j � i � Kj � and ��i� � ai for all i� j � I	 The connection
between causal traces without free causes and labelled partial orders is very close� for a
detailed discussion see ����	 We can graphically depict such labelled partial orders� where ia
denotes the node with identi�er i �sometimes omitted� labelled by a	

��� Example� Some causal traces�

� �a����b� f�g��a� f�g� �open�� giving rise to the partial order
�a	�a

�b
�

� �b����a� f�g��a� f�g��b� f�g� �closed�� giving rise to
�b	�a



�a	�b
�

� �a� f�g��b� f�g��c� f�g� �open�� giving rise to �a	�b	�c 	

��� Transitive and permutation equivalence

A causal trace w is called transitive if for � � i � n and k � Kw�i�� if k � i then j�k � Kw�i�
for all j � Kw�i� k�	 The intuition is that causes of causes are causes	 The following de�nes
the transitive closure of a trace� and an equivalence relation over causal traces based on
equality of their transitive closures	

��� De�nition �transitive closure and equivalence��

� The transitive closure of a causal trace w is given by w� such that jwj � jwj and wi �
��w�i�� Li� where Li � Kw�i� �

S
i�k�Kw�i� h�kiLi�k for all � � i � jwj	

� Causal traces w and x are transitively equivalent� denoted w � x� if w � x	

In the following� we interpret causal traces up to �	� It is not di�cult to check that if w � x
then the corresponding labelled posets are the same	

��� Example� Of the traces in Example �	�� only the �rst is transitive	 The transitive
closure of the second is given by �b����a� f�g��a� f�g��b� f�� �g�� and that of the third�
�a� f�g��b� f�� �g��c� f�� �� �g�	

�The term �free� is intended to suggest a connection to free variables�� indeed� the numerical represen�
tation of free causes is reminiscent of the De Bruijn variable encoding� see De Bruijn ����

�Alternatively� we could have required from the beginning that all causal traces are transitive� The main
disadvantage of this is that concatenation of traces would not coincide with string concatenation� but would
require the simultaneous update of causes in the second parameter� From the point of view of the equational
characterisation� there is no di�erence between the two formulations�
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The intuition about what it means for one element of a causal trace to cause another is
expressed by swapping the elements of a trace	 If an element is not caused by its immediate
predecessor� then the two may also be executed in the reverse order	 This results in another
trace where the two elements are swapped	 At the same time the cause sets have to be
updated� to take the changing distances between elements into account	 For traces of length
� this comes down to the following�

�a�K��b� h��iL�  �b� L��a� h��iK� � ���

The cause sets are incremented resp	 decremented because the distance to predecessors has
increased resp	 decreased by one	 Hence� for instance� swapping �a� f�g��b� f�� �g� yields
�b� f�� �g��a� f�g�	 However� in contrast to the corresponding relation over Mazurkiewicz
traces� swapping is not congruent with respect to concatenation� since traces that are ap

pended on the right in general have to be adjusted as well	

��	 Example� If we swap the �rst two elements of �a� f�g��b� f�g��c� f�g� �corresponding

to
a

b	c
� then the result should not be �b� f�g��a� f�g��c� f�g� �which gives rise to b

a	c
�

but �b� f�g��a� f�g��c� f�g�	

Hence w  x does not imply wy  xy	 This has several unpleasant consequences�

� The standard technique of� e	g	� Mazurkiewicz trace theory to extend to longer traces
by taking the smallest relation � such that x  y implies wxz � wyz does not give
the desired relation	

� The desired extension of the swap relation is not a congruence with respect to trace
concatenation� hence it cannot be characterised equationally	

To de�ne swapping on traces of length � �� we rely on permutations� which are rearrange

ments of elements that do not violate their interdependencies	

��
 De�nition �permutations��

� A permutation of a causal trace w is a bijection � over f�� � � � � jwjg� extended to the
integers Zby taking the identity function everywhere else� such that ��i� k� � ��i� for
all � � i � jwj and i � k � Kw�i�	 We de�ne the size of a permutation by j�j such that
dom� � f�� � � � � j�jg� hence � is a permutation of w only if j�j � jwj	

� If � is a permutation of w� then the ��image of w is given by � � w with j� � wj � jwj
and �� � w���i� � ��w�i�� f��i�� ��i� k� j k � Kw�i�g� for all � � i � jwj	

� Causal traces w and x are called permutation equivalent� denoted w  x� if x � � � w for
some permutation � of w	

��� Example� If w � �a� f�g��b� f�g��b� f�� �g� then the bijections � � f�	�� �	�� �	�g
and 	 � f�	�� �	�� �	�g are permutations of w� where ��w � �b� f�g��a� f�g��b� f�� �g�
and 	 � w � �b� f�g��b� f�� �g��a� f�g�	 On the other hand� � � f�	�� �	�� �	�g is not
a permutation of w� since � � Kw��� but ���� �� � � �� � � ����	
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Note that if jwj � �� then its only potentially possible permutations are f�	�� �	�g and
� � f�	�� �	�g� where the latter is valid only if � 
� Kw���	 In that case � � w �
��w���� fk � � j k � Kw���g���w���� fk � � j k � Kw���g�� hence  collapses to ���	 The fol

lowing is straightforward to prove�

��� Proposition�  is an equivalence relation over CT� well
de�ned modulo �	

Proof� Re�exivity follows from the fact that id is a permutation of every causal trace� with
w � id � w	 Symmetry follows from the fact that ��� is a permutation of �w if � is a
permutation of w� in which case ��� � �� � w� � w	 Transitivity follows from the fact that
if � is a permutation of w and 	 a permutation of � � w� then 	 � � is a permutation of
w and �	 � �� � w � 	 � � � w	 Well
de�nedness up to � follows from the fact that � is a
permutation of w i� it is one of w� in which case � � w � � � w	 �

��� Permutation congruence by enrichment

The second problem mentioned above� the lack of an equational characterisation due to the
non
congruence of � is harder to solve	 Standard techniques are to consider either the
largest congruence inside  or the smallest congruence containing 	 Neither solution is
satisfactory� the �rst one in fact yields literal equality of traces whereas the second violates
the intended translation to partial orders �see Example �	��	 Hence we take another solution�
to obtain a congruence� we add information to the model	

Formulated abstractly� we construct an enrichment of CT in the form of a monoid M
with signature h�� �i� associated congruence � � M � M and extension and projection
mappings ex �CT	M and pr �M	 CT such that �i� pr is left inverse to ex � meaning that
the enrichment is �faithful and can be inverted� �ii� ex is a monoid homomorphism� meaning
that ��� in M mimics causal trace concatenation� �iii� pr translates �
classes into 
classes�
meaning that the congruence � collapses to the non
congruent permutation equivalence
over causal traces� and �iv� concatenation in M is injective in its �rst parameter �when
curried� i	e	� regarded as a function M	�M	M��� even after pr 
translation� meaning that
the enrichment is �extensional in the sense of not allowing multiple elements in M whose
di�erence cannot be observed in CT	

�� De�nition� An enrichment of CT is a triple �M� ex � pr� where M is a monoid with
signature h�� �i and congruence �� satisfying

�i� pr � ex � idCT�

�ii� ex ��� � � and ex �wx� � ex �w�� ex �x��

�iii� pr � � �� � � �� � pr �

�iv� pr � � � � is injective in its �rst parameter	

It should be noted these criteria do not determine the enrichment uniquely� rather� we
consider them necessary for a reasonable construction	 In the next section� we obtain an
enrichment of CT by adding information in the form of functions over positive natural
numbers� called causal adjustments� that �remember the permutations that have taken
place� the e�ect is that before appending another trace� its free causes can be adjusted
accordingly	
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� Causal adjustments

Causal adjustments are functions from causes to causes	 With every causal trace we will
associate a causal adjustment that keeps track of permutations applied to the trace	 That
is to say� when the trace part is permuted then the adjustment is updated accordingly� and
when a further trace is appended to a trace
adjustment pair then the free causes of that
further trace are adjusted	

��� De�nition �adjustments��

� A causal adjustment � is a function ��N� 	 N
�	

� The upwards�shift of an adjustment � by amount n is de�ned by

��n� k �	
�
k if k � n
��k � n� � n if n � k	

� The restriction of an adjustment � to an upper bound n is de�ned by

��n� i �	
�
��i� if i � n
i if i � n	

� The application of an adjustment � to a cause set K is de�ned by �K � f��k� j k � Kg�
and its application to a trace w by �w� where j�wj � jwj and ��w�i � ��w�i�� ���i���Kw�i��
for all � � i � jwj	

� If � is a permutation� then the corresponding adjustment is given by

��� k �	
�
j�j� � � ��j�j� �� k� if k � j�j
k otherwise	

Hence in the application of an adjustment to a trace� the function is shifted upwards before
applying it to the cause sets of the respective elements� relative to the length of the pre�x
in front of each element	 This ensures that only free causes are a�ected	

��� Example� If � � h�	�� �	�i and w � �a� f�g��b� f�� �g��b� f�� �� �g� then the adjust

ment of � to w is given by �w � �a� f�g��b� f�� �g��b� f�� �� �g�� whereas if the adjustment
were not shifted upwards� the result would be �a� f�g��b� f�� �g��b� f�� �� �g�	

The application of a causal adjustment to a causal trace only a�ects its free causes	 Therefore�
for a given trace� only the part of the adjustment domain up to the maximal free cause
is relevant	 This can be expressed concisely by stating that the restriction of the causal
adjustment to the maximal free cause of the trace has the same e�ect� when applied to the
trace� as the original adjustment	 The proof of this property is immediate	

��� Proposition� For all causal traces w and causal adjustments �� if k � n for all k �
FC �w� then �w � ��nw	
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Note that the application of a causal adjustment is completely di�erent from the application
of a permutation� the latter swaps the elements of a trace around� whereas the former just
a�ects its free causes	 A technical subtlety is that a permutation of w refers to the elements
of w in incremental order� using � for the �rst element� whereas an adjustments of w refers
to the elements of w in reverse order� using � for the most recent cause� which corresponds
to the last element of w	 �This is why the transformation from a permutation into its
corresponding adjustment essentially reverses the order of the elements	� In fact� we will also
use adjustments which are not bijective� and which may also adjust causes that lie before
the start of w� i	e	� which are not the identity on elements � jwj	

To denote adjustments we use �nite lists hi	kiii�I for �nite I � N
� and ki � N� for

al i � I� where it is assumed that all i � N
� � I are mapped onto themselves	 �Hence�

as a special case� hi � id 	� In addition we use two special kinds of adjustments� bounded
increments and straight increments	

h�m� ni� i �	

��
�
i�m if i � n
i� n if n � i � m� n
i if i � m� n

h�ni� i �	 i� n �

Note that bounded increment h�m� ni is similar to standard modulo addition �m mod
�m � n�� except that the former concerns the range �� � � � � n rather than �� � � � � n � ��
and is the identity above m � n	 For instance� h�� � �i � f�	�� �	�g and h��� �i �
f�	�� �	�� �	�� �	�g	

Although it follows that adjustments can even be active �i	e	� not the identity� on an
in�nite domain� the adjustments we use in practice are well
behaved in a sense� made precise
in the following de�nition	

��	 De�nition� An incrementary causal adjustment is a function ��N� 	 N
� for which

there exist values m�n� called bound and increment� respectively� such that ��i� � m�n
if i � m� and ��i� � i� n if i � m	 If n � � then � is called �nite	

For instance� adjustments de�ned by i �	 n � i for �xed n are not incrementary� nor is
i �	 �if i � n then i else i� n�� on the other hand� as the following proposition shows� all
adjustments introduced above fall into the class of incrementary ones	 Note that the incre

ment of an incrementary adjustment is �xed but the bound is not� although for the latter
there exists a minimum value	 We introduce the following notation for the minimum bound
and the increment of and incrementary �� respectively�

d�e � minfm j �n� �i � m� ��i� � i� ng ���

b�c � ��d�e� �� � d�e � � � ���

The class of incrementary adjustments will be denoted Adj	 In the remainder� we will
implicitly restrict ourselves to incrementary causal adjustments	 �In the next section� we will
see that using the constructions introduced above� one can in fact denote every incrementary
adjustment	�
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��
 Proposition� All causal adjustments of the form hi	kiii�I for �nite I� h�m� ni and
h�ni are incrementary	 Furthermore� If � and � are incrementary� then ��n and � � �
are incrementary	

Proof� We derive bounds and increments inductively� leaving the proof of their correctness
as an exercise	 Let � and � be incrementary	

� hi	kiii�I has bound max�I � fki j i � Ig� and increment ��

� h�m� ni has bound m� n and increment ��

� h�ni has bound � and increment n�

� � � � has bound max�d�e � b�c� d�e� and increment b�c� b�c�

� ��k has bound d�e� k and increment b�c	 �

��� Permutation equivalence revisited

First let us state a few properties of permutations and the corresponding adjustments	 The
proof is a straightforward application of De�nitions �	� and �	�	

��� Proposition�

�	 � � h�jwj � jxji is a permutation of w h�jwjix such that � � �w h�jwjix� � x h�jxjiw
and �� � h�jxj � jwji	

�	 If � is a permutation of w then 	 with j	j � j�j � jxj such that 	 extends � with the
identity mapping above j�j is a permutation of wx� such that 	 � wx � �� � w� x and
	� � ���jxj	

�	 If � is a permutation of w then 	 with j	j � jxj� j�j such that 	 � ��jxj is a permutation
of xw� such that 	 � xw � x �� � w� and 	� � ��	

�	 If � is a permutation of w and 	 a permutation of � � w� then 	 � � is a permutation of
w such that �	 � �� � w � 	 � �� � w� and �	 � ��� � 	� � ��	

Using causal adjustments� we can also characterise permutation equivalence in an alternative
way� which does not rely directly on permutation functions� and furthermore is closer to the
standard de�nition of Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence	 Consider the following equation�

w�a�K��b� h��iL�x � w�b� L��a� h��iK� h�� � �ix � ���

It is straightforward to check that this is satis�ed by permutation equivalence �take the
permutation that swaps jwj � � and jwj � � and is the identity everywhere else�	 On the
other hand� if we interpret ��� as a de�nition �namely� of the smallest equivalence relation
satisfying it�� then the relation thus de�ned coincides with permutation equivalence	

��� Theorem� Permutation equivalence is the smallest equivalence relation satisfying ���	
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Proof� De�ne a bijection � with j�j � jwj � jxj � � as h�� � �i�jwj� corresponding to the
following function�

�� i �	

��
�
i� � if i � jwj� �
i� � if i � jwj� �
i otherwise	

�A bijection of this kind� swapping two adjacent elements� is called a transposition	� It follows
from Proposition �	� that

�� w�a�K��b� h��iL�x � � w�b� L��a� h��iK� h�� � �ix �

proving that  satis�es ���	 On the other hand� every permutation � of an arbitrary causal
trace w can be obtained as a composition of transpositions �� � � � � � �m �de�ned as id if
m � ��� where each �i is a permutation of �i�� � �� � � ��m � w� � � ��	 The fact that every �nite
permutation can be obtained as a composition of transpositions is a standard result of group
theory� however� the additional requirement that all �i must be causal trace permutations
forces us to provide a new proof �the standard proof relies on the fact that cycles in � can
be treated independently� which is not true in our setting�	 The proof proceeds by induction
on the right shift rs���� which equals the sum of all distances that � shifts elements of Es

to the right� i	e	�
rs��� �

X
i�Es

max��� ��i�� i� �

�Note that� since � is a bijection� the right shift equals the left shift	�

base case� If rs��� � � then apparently � is the identity� hence �� � � � � � �m with m � � is
a valid solution	

induction step� Assume that a correct decomposition into transpositions exists whenever
rs��� � n� and consider � with rs��� � n � �	 Let i � max j � Es��j� � j �which
exists by rs��� � ��� it follows that ��i��� � i��� therefore ��i� �� ��i���� implying
� 
� Kw�i� ��	 Now de�ne

	� k �	

��
�
k � � if k � i
k � � if k � i� �
k otherwise	

It follows that 	 is a transposition� and also a permutation of w	 Hence �� � � � 	��

is a permutation of 	 � w� and a straightforward analysis reveals rs���� � rs���� hence
rs���� � n	 By the induction hypothesis� there exists a composition of transpositions
�� � � � � � �m � ��� hence � � �� � � � � � �m � 	 is a valid solution	

A more general swap equation� in which entire sub
traces rather than just single elements
are swapped� is the following �compare Proposition �	���

w x h�jxjiy z � w y h�jyjix h�jxj � jyjiz � ���

It should be clear that this de�nes the same relation as ���	

�� Corollary� Permutation equivalence is the smallest equivalence relation satisfying ���	
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w

�

jwj

�

d�e

� jwj���

jwj� �

d�e � b�c

Figure �� Schematic representation of a causal trace with adjustment �w���

� Causal traces with adjustments

Now we formally de�ne an enrichment of CT satisfying the conditions laid down in De�ni

tion �	�	 We de�ne a monoid CTA � CT�Adj of causal traces with adjustments� consisting
of pairs of causal traces and causal adjustments	 For some purposes� we use the subclass
CTbA of causal traces with bounded adjustments� which are �w��� such that � is �nite with
bound d�e � jwj	 Figure � schematically depicts an object of CTA	 The vertical line on the
right hand side indicates the potential free causes of a trace to be appended to �w���� the line
on the left hand side are free causes of �w��� itself	 The adjustment � is incrementary with
bound d�e and increment b�c	 Images ��i� � jwj are mapped onto elements of jwj� images
��i� � jwj are turned into free causes ��i�� jwj	 These transformations are indicated in the
�gure by dark gray shading	 Moreover� w itself may also contain free causes� indicated by
light gray shading	

We de�ne the the empty trace and trace concatenation overCTA �see the start of Section ���

� � ��� id� ���

�w���� �x� �� � �w �x� ��jwj � �� � ���

Concatenation is depicted schematically in Figure �	 Furthermore� we de�ne � � CTA �
CTA as the smallest relation including � and satisfying

�w��� � �� � w� �� � �� ���

for all permutations � of w	 We prove some basic facts about this model	

	�� Theorem� �CTA��� �� is a monoid with congruence �� with sub
monoid CTbA	

Proof� The monoid laws basically follow from the fact that �normal� causal traces form a
monoid under concatenation with � as neutral element� and adjustments form a monoid under
function composition with id as neutral element� and additionally satisfy ���m��n � ���m�n�
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��
�

�

w x

��jxj

jxj� �

d�e

jxwj� �

d�e � jxj � b�c

Figure �� Concatenation of �w��� and �x� ��

and �� � ���n � ��n � ��n	 The fact that � is an equivalence follows from Proposition �	�	
To show that � is a congruence� assume that �x� �� � �y� �� then y � � � x and  � �� � �
for some permutation � of x	

� Let 	 with j	j � jxj�jwj extend � with identity mappings� then due to Proposition �	��

�y� �� �w��� � �� � x� �� � ��� �w���

� ��� � x� ���w� ��� � ���jwj � ��

� �	 � �x �w�� 	� � ���jwj � ���

and hence �y� �� �w���� �x� ��� �w���	

� Let 	 � ��jwj with j	j � jxj� jwj� then due to Proposition �	��

�w���� �y� � � �w���� �� � x� �� � ��

� �w ��� � x�� ��jxj � �� � ��

� �	 � �w �x�� 	� � ���jxj � ���

and hence �w���� �y� �� �w���� �x� ��	

Obviously�CTbA is closed under concatenation	 The sub
monoid property therefore follows
from CTbA � CTA	 �

��� Permutation congruence revisited

We establish a couple of facts about permutation congruence� showing that it is indeed the in

tended extension of permutation equivalence over ordinary causal traces	 First� we show that
permutation congruence is generated by swapping pair of actions� extending Theorem �	� to
causal traces with adjustments	
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	�� Theorem� � is the smallest congruence for concatenation satisfying

��a�K��b� h��iL�� id � � ��b� L��a� h��iK�� h�� � �i� �

Proof� Soundness of the equation is immediate �take � � h��� �i in ���� in which case
�� � ��	 With respect to the smallest congruence property� note that the closure w	r	t	
concatenation implies that

�w�a�K��b� h��iL�x� id � � �w�b� L��a� h��iK� h�� � �ix� h��� �i�jxj� �

The right hand side of this equality coincides with �� � �w�a�K��b� h��iL�x �� ��� where
� � h��� �i�jwj with j�j � jwxj � � �see Proposition �	��	 It remains to be proved that
arbitrary permutations � can be decomposed into sequences of transpositions �� � � � � � �n�
and that then �� � ��� � � � � � �

�
n	 This is analogous to the proof of Theorem �	�	 �

Generalising this to the swapping of entire sub
traces� as we did for permutation equivalence�
we get the following alternative characterisation� extending Corollary �	�	 The proof is
straightforward and omitted	

	�� Corollary� � is the smallest congruence for concatenation satisfying

�w h�jwjix� id� � �x h�jxjiw� h�jwj � jxji� �

We now de�ne an extension ex �CT	 CTA and a projection pr �CTA	 CT by

ex � w �	 �w� id �
pr� �w��� �	 w �

These mappings show explicitly how the model of causal traces has been enriched to obtain
a congruence with respect to trace concatenation� in the sense of De�nition �	�	

	�	 Theorem� �CTA� ex � pr� and �CTbA� ex � pr� are enrichments of CT	

Proof� We prove the requirements of De�nition �	� for CTA	

�i� Immediate	

�ii� Immediate� since id w � w and id�jwj � id for all w	

�iii� If �w��� � �x� �� then w  x� hence pr��W ��� � �pr�W ��� for all W � CTA	 On
the other hand� if w  x then for all � there is some � such that �w��� � �x� ��
�namely� � � �� � � where � is the permutation of w such that � � w � x�� hence
�pr�W ��� � pr��W ��� for all W � CTA	

�iv� Assume pr��w���� � � pr��y� �� � for some pair �w���� �y� � � CTA� meaning that
pr��w���� �x� ��� � pr��y� �� �x� ��� for all �x� �� � CTA	 This is equivalent to w �x �
y w for all x � CT� implying w � y by right cancellativity of string composition� and
� �  by successively regarding x � �a� fig� for all i � N�	 Hence �w��� � �y� �	 �
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The proof for CTbA is identical� since in fact ex only returns causal traces with bounded
adjustments	

It should be noted that neither CTA nor even CTbA are �minimal enrichments of CT
�in an intuitive sense�� it is in fact enough to regard only causal traces with permutative
adjustments �which constitute a sub
monoid of CTbA�� i	e	� objects �� � w� ��� for arbitrary
w � CT and permutations � of w	 Causal traces with non
�nite adjustments are used for
the embedding of Mazurkiewicz traces in CTA �see Section �� and to de�ne a symmetric
strict monoidal category on the basis of causal traces �see Section ��	

��� Parallel composition

So far� the only operator we have considered is trace concatenation	 In a sense� this is
a �weakened form of sequential composition� possibly giving rise to parallelism due to
particular choices of free causes	 This may be contrasted on the one hand to �proper�
sequential composition� which imposes a complete ordering from all elements of its left
hand operand to all elements of its right hand operand� or on the other hand to parallel
composition� in which no ordering is imposed whatsoever	

The �rst of these �boundary cases� sequential composition� con�icts to some degree
with the idea that the free causes of a causal trace are predetermined and no additional
causes are created �except possibly through transitive closure�	 For instance� the sequential
composition of �a��� and �b��� would result in �a����b� f�g�� in which a cause for b appears
out of nowhere	 Parallel composition� on the other hand� can be modelled by only adjusting
causes� at least if we restrict to bounded extended causal traces	 We de�ne

�w���� �x� �� � �w���� �h�jwjix� �� � ����

This is depicted schematically in Figure �� which should be contrasted to Figure � showing
ordinary concatenation	 The free causes of x are adjusted such that they point to before w	
If �w��� is bounded� this implies that � � h�jwji � h�jwji� hence � does not a�ect x� either	
The following lemma states this formally	

	�
 Lemma� �w��� � CTA is bounded if and only if for all �x� �� � CTA

�w���� �x� �� � �w h�jwjix� ��jxj � �� �

Proof� A necessary and su�cient condition for the equation to hold is �h�jwjix � h�jwjix
for all x � CT	 This is equivalent to � � h�jwji � h�jwji� which is precisely the condition
of boundedness of �w���	 �

It follows that the operands of � are indeed made independent	 It is easy to see that the
corresponding partial orders are also composed in parallel	

	�� Example� Let w � �a� f�g�� � � id � x � �b� f�g��c� f�g� and � � h�	�� �	�i	 Note
that w gives rise to the partial order a and x to b	c 	

� �w���� �x� �� � ��a� f�g��b� f�g��c� f�g�� h�	�� �	�i�� corresponding to
a

b	c
�
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Figure �� Parallel composition of bounded �w��� and �x� ��

� �x� ��� �w��� � ��b� f�g��c� f�g��a� f�g�� h�	�� �	�i�� corresponding to b	c
a

	

The following is then relatively straightforward to show	

	�� Corollary� �CTbA����� is a monoid satisfying the following weak commutativity
axiom�

�w���� �x� �� � �x� ��� �w�� � h�jwj � jxji� �

Proof� The monoid structure follows more or less directly from Theorem �	� and the fact
that h��i � id and h�mi � h�ni � h��m�n�i	 The commutativity axiom� on the other
hand� follows directly from Corollary �	� and Lemma �	�	 �

� The equational theory

We present a complete equational theory for causal traces with adjustments	 For this pur

pose� we assume the pre
existence of a theory of natural numbers �to manipulate causes� and
of sets �to manipulate cause sets�	 On this basis� we �rst develop a theory of causal traces
up to transitive equivalence� then a theory of incrementary causal adjustments� and �nally
a theory of extended causal traces	

The language we consider is de�ned by the following grammar	

CTA ��� � j CT j Adj j CTA�CTA j CTA� CTA �
CT ��� � j �Act�Nset� j CT�CT j Adj CT �
Adj ��� id j setof Nat	Nex j h�Nex� Nexi j h�Nexi j Adj � Adj j Adj�Nex j Adj�Nex�
Nset ��� setof Nex j Nset � Nset j FC �CT� j Adj Nset �
Nex ��� Nat j Nex�Nex j Nex�Nex j Adj�Nex� j maxNset j jCTj j dAdje j bAdjc �

We reuse the non
terminals of this grammar to denote the sets of terms they generate	
Hence we have� CTA� ranged over by T�U� V � indicating causal traces with adjustments�
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CT� is ranged over by t� u� v� indicating �standard� causal traces� Adj� ranged over by �� �� ��
indicating incrementary adjustments� Nset� ranged over byK�L�M � indicating sets of natural
number expressions� usually in the role of causes� Nex� ranged over by i�n� indicating natural
number expressions� Nat �not speci�ed above�� also ranged over by i�n� indicating constant
natural numbers generated by N� and Act �not speci�ed above�� ranged over by a� b� c� d�
indicating actions generated byA	 Where natural numbers are used in the role of causes� they
must be positive� this is not expressed as a syntactic requirement	 The modi�er setof indicates
a constant� �nite set of objects	 Note that in adjustments of the form fi�	k�� � � � � in	kng�
the im are required to be constant natural numbers rather than expressions� this allows us
to use abbreviations of the form hi	kiii�I � where I is a �nite set of natural numbers	

Note that we have not introduced formal variables in our language� rather� we rely on
meta
variables like T�U� t� u� �� � etc	� which range over all terms �of the respective types�	
This means that the equations we give below are actually always schemata� which are to
be instantiated for every possible value of the meta
variables	 To a large degree� this could
be avoided by the introduction of variables� however� not everywhere� since for instance our
meta
notation for adjustments as �nite lists would still give rise to schemata	 Since we only
prove ground completeness anyway� we feel that using two levels of variables would needlessly
complicate matters	

There are obvious semantic functions �� ��nex�Nex	 N� �� ��nset�Nset	 Fin�N�� �� ��ct�CT	
CT and �� ��adj�Adj	 Adj	 In addition we de�ne �� ��cta�CTA	 CTA as follows�

� �	 ��� id�

t �	 ���t��ct� id�

� �	 ��� �����adj�

T �U �	 ��T ��cta� ��U ��cta

T � U �	 ��T ��cta� ��U ��cta �

��� Natural number expressions and sets

As stated above� we assume a standard theory of natural numbers and sets to be given	
Nevertheless� there are some expressions in Nex and Nat that use constructions particular to
the objects we are discussing here	 In the case of Nex� these are the length of a trace� the
bound and increment of a causal adjustment� and the application of a causal adjustment to
a cause� in the case of Nset� these are the free causes of a causal trace and the application of
a causal adjustment to a set of causes	 We give equations that allow to turn such expressions
into standard expressions for natural numbers and sets� respectively� after which the standard
theories can be applied	

First� for the length function over causal traces� we have the following equations	

j�j � � ����

j�a�K�j � � ����

jt�uj � jtj� juj ����

j�tj � jtj � ����

��



Next� to compute the bound of incrementary adjustments we have

dhi	kiii�Ie � max�fi � I j i � kig � fki j i � kig� ����

dh�m� nie � m� n ����

dh�nie � � ����

d� � �e � max�d�e � b�c� d�e� ����

d��ne � d�e� n � ����

Note that the bound of restricted adjustments� i	e	� of the form ��n� is not de�ned	 However�
as we will see below �Equation ������ restricted adjustments can always be turned into �nite
lists� after which ���� applies	 Correspondingly� adjustment increment is characterised by

bhi	kiii�Ic � � ����

bh�m� nic � � ����

bh�nic � n ����

b� � �c � b�c� b�c ����

b��nc � b�c ����

b��nc � � � ����

The �nal group of axioms describes equationally what the application of a causal adjustment
does	 In fact� they merely transfer the de�nitions in Section � to the syntactic world	

hi	kiii�I�j� �
�
kj if j � I
j otherwise

����

h�m� ni�j� �

��
�
j �m if j � n
j � n if n � j � n�m
j otherwise	

����

h�ni�j� � j � n ����

�� � ���j� � ����j�� ����

��n�j� �
�
j if j � n
��j � n� � n if n � j

����

��n�j� �
�
��j� if j � n
j if n � j	

����

Using the above axioms� it is possible to get rid of all �special natural number expressions	
This is stated in the following theorem� which can be proved in a straightforward way using
induction on the term structure	


�� Theorem� Equations ��������� allow to rewrite every term m � Nex to a term n � Nex

denoting the same natural number but not containing subterms of the form jtj� d�e� b�c
or ��i�	

This implies that we no longer have to consider subterms of these special forms	 What
remains are �standard natural number expressions	 If Enex is the equational theory con

sisting of the standard theory of natural numbers plus Equations ���������� the following
completeness result is immediate	
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�� Corollary� Nex with Enex is sound and complete for equality of natural numbers	

We repeat this procedure for sets of natural numbers� i	e	� terms of Nset	 To characterise
sets of free causes� we have

FC ��� � � ����

FC �a�K� � K ����

FC �t�u� � FC �t� � fk � jtj j jtj � k � FC �u�g ����

FC ��t� � �FC �t� � ����

To characterise adjustment application to cause sets� we take the pointwise extension of their
application to single causes� equationally� this is characterised by

�fk�� � � � � kng � f��k��� � � � � ��kn�g ����

��K � L� � �K � �L ����

���K� � �� � ��K � ����

We then have the counterpart to Theorem �	�� using the above axioms� it is possible to get
rid of all �special set expressions	 This is stated in the following theorem� which can be
proved in a straightforward way using induction on the term structure	


�� Theorem� Equations ��������� allow to rewrite every termK � Nset to a termL � Nset

denoting the same set of natural numbers but not containing subterms of the form FC �t�
or �M 	

This implies that we no longer have to consider subterms of these special forms	 What re

mains are �standard set expressions	 If Enset is the equational theory consisting of Enex plus
standard equational set theory plus Equations ���������� then the following completeness
result is immediate	


�	 Corollary� Nset with Enset is sound and complete for equality of �nite sets of natural
numbers	

��� Transitive equivalence of causal traces

Consider the �sub�language CT of causal traces	 The most basic facts about terms of this
language are stated by the following equations	

��t � t ����

t�� � t ����

�t�u��v � t��u�v� ����

�a�K��t��b� L � fjtj��g� � �a�K��t��b� L� fjtj��g � h�jtj��iK� ����

The latter equation expresses equivalence after transitive closure	 A special subcase of is
where t � �� then �a�K� immediately precedes the caused action to be completed� so that

�a�K���b� L � f�g� � �a�K���b� L � f�g � h��iK� �

��



CT also contains terms expressing the application of causal adjustments to causal traces	 The
e�ect of such applications is captured by the following equations �which rely on adjustment
application to sets of causes� dealt with above�	

�� � � ����

��a�K� � �a� �K� ����

��t�u� � ��t�����jtju� ����

���t� � �� � ��t � ����

Restricted adjustments �denoted by terms of the form ��n� were introduced in De�nition �	�
to simplify reasoning about adjustment application� using the property� expressed in Propo

sition �	�� that adjustments only a�ect the free causes of a trace	 This property leads to the
following equation	

�t � ��nt if n � maxFC �t�	 ����

The equations listed so far do not really go beyond a theory of strings �except for transitive
equivalence	 Once more� we state the corresponding completeness theorem� which will later
form one of the cornerstones for the main completeness result	 The Ect denote the equational
theory consisting of Enset plus Equations ���������	


�
 Theorem� CT with Ect is sound and complete for transitive equivalence of causal traces	

Proof sketch� A more formal statement of the theorem is� for all causal traces w � CT
there is a term t � CT such that ��t��ct � w �absence of junk�� and for all terms t� u � CT�
Ect � t � u i� ��t��ct � ��u��ct �provable equality coincides with transitive equivalence�	

The absence of junk is immediate� and we leave the soundness proof as an exercise	 With
respect to completeness� ��������� allow to remove all adjustment applications to traces�
and Enset allows to turn all cause set expressions into normal forms	 Furthermore� Equations
��������� �i	e	� the theory of monoids� precisely characterise equality of strings� in this case
strings of caused actions	 It remains to be proved that ���� characterises � over such strings	
This follows from the observation� proved by induction on jtj� that ���� precisely allows to
prove ��t�� equal to ��t��� where the latter is as in De�nition �	�	

Base case� If jtj � � then ��t�� � ��t��� making the proof vacuous	

Induction step� Assume that ��t�� � ��u�� implies Ect � t � u whenever jtj � n	 Now let
jtj � juj � n � �� implying t � t� � �a�K� and u � u� � �b� L� for some t� and u� with
��t��� � ��u���� hence Ect � t� � u�	 Then ���� allows to prove� for arbitrary jt�j � k � K�

t� � �a�K� � t� � �a�K � h�kiK��t�		�jt
�j� �� k��

and by repeating this for all k � K� �nally Ect � t� � �a�K� � t� � �a�K � L� where
L �

S
jt�j	k�K K��t�		�jt

�j � � � k� as in De�nition �	�	 It follows that ��t� � �a�K � L��� �

��t� � �a�K���	 Since the same principle may be applied to u� we may conclude that
Ect � t� � �a�K� � u� � �b� L�	

One may conclude that ��t�� � ��u�� implies Ect � t � u	 �

��



��� Extensional equality of causal adjustments

Above we have regarded causal adjustments while being applied to� in turn� natural number
expressions� cause sets� and causal traces	 However� this is just one of the two roles that
adjustments play� the other one is their use as components of objects of CTA	 In this
second role� causal adjustments cannot be reduced away� nor can they be restricted� since
it is not yet clear what the largest cause is to which the adjustment will ever be applied	
Rather� we need a second
order theory to reason about causal adjustments as objects	 Such
a second
order theory is presented below	

Fortunately� as Proposition �	� shows� we can restrict ourselves to incrementary ad

justments� which are ��nite up to a �xed increment and hence much more tractable than
arbitrary functions N�	N�	 First of all� with the help of adjustment bounds and increments�
already characterised above� we can express the important property that incrementary ad

justments can be split into a �nite part and a straight increment	 This lies at the heart of
the completeness proof for extensional equality of causal adjustments	

� � ��n � h�b�ci�n if n � d�e � ����

We now successively discuss the various types of adjustment expressions	 First� to deal with
�nite adjustment lists we have the following equations�

hi � id ����

hi	kiii�I � hi	kiii�I�i

ki ����

hi	kiii�I � hi	liii�J � hi	kliii�J�li�I � hi	liii�J�li��I � hi	kiii�I�J ����

hi	kiii�I�
n � hi	ki�n�nii�n�I ����

It should be noted that these are axiom schemata� using the meta
notation hi	kiii�I for �nite
adjustments fi�	k�� � � � � in	kng �where I � fi�� � � � � ing and km � kim for m � �� � � � � n�	
Among other things� this implies that I is a set of natural number constants not general
expressions	 This has consequences for the applicability of the axioms� for instance� ���� is
only applicable if all the lm are constants	 In practice this is no problem� since we restrict
our attention to ground terms� for which all natural number expressions can be evaluated to
constants whenever necessary	

To deal with modulo additions it is in principle su�cient to turn them into the corre

sponding �nite lists	 For greater facility and enhanced intuition� we state a few derivable
equations as well	

h�m� ni � hi	m�ii��i�n � hi	i�nin�i�m�n ����

h�� � ni � id ����

h�n� �i � id ����

h�m� ni � h�n�mi � id ����

h�k �mi�n � h�n� ki � h�k �m�ni ����

h�k �mi�n � h��k�n��mi � h�m� ni ����

��



To deal with straight increments is in principle more di�cult� since these are not �nite	
However� they are so regular that in fact the corresponding equations are straightforward	

h��i � id ����

h�mi � h�ni � h��m�n�i ����

� � h�ni � h�b�ci � h�ni if n � d�e	 ����

With respect to adjustment composition� the space of causal adjustments is a monoid with
the identity function as a neutral element	

id � � � � ����

� � id � � ����

�� � �� � � � � � �� � �� ����

Furthermore give some equations that deal with upwards shifts	 These equations explicitly
use the information provided by adjustment bounds and increments	

id�n � id ����

��� � � ����

��m�n � ��m�n ����

�� � ���n � ��n � ��n ����

��n � h�n�m�b�ci � � � h�m� ni if m � d�e ����

� � ��n � ��n�b�c � � if n � d�e ����

��n � � � � � ��n if n � d�e and b�c � � ����

To characterise restricted adjustments� as for modulo increments it basically su�ces to turn
them into �nite lists	 To facilitate reasoning� we give a number of additional equations that
are derivable using structural induction	

��n � hi	��i�i��i�n ����

��� � id ����

��n � � if n � d�e and b�c � � ����

�� � ���n � ��n�b�c � ��n if n � b�c ����

�� � ��m��n � ��n if n � m ����

���m��n �
�
id if n � m
��n�m�m if m � n

����

���m��n � ��min�m�n� ����

As in the case of simple causal traces �see Theorem �	��� the sub
theory of causal adjustments
is fully characterised by the above equations	 Let Eadj denote the equational theory consisting
of Enset and Equations ���������� the characterisation theorem then is the following	


�� Theorem� Adj with Eadj is sound and complete for extensional equality of causal ad

justments	

��



Proof sketch of Theorem 
��� The precise statement of the theorem is� for all � � Adj
there is a term � � Adj such that �����adj � � �absence of junk�� and for all terms �� � � Adj�
Eadj � � � � i� �����adj�k� � �����adj�k� for all k � N

� �provable equality coincides with
extensional equality�	

With regard to the absence of junk� every incrementary causal adjustment can be re

garded as the composition of a �nite function � and an upwards
shifted increment h�mi�n

such that n � d�e �as expressed by �����	 The latter is its own denotation� whereas � can
be expressed by the �nite list hi	��i�ii�d�e	

We limit the proof of soundness to two of the more interesting equations	

� Equation ����� for all i � N��

h�k �mi�n�i� �
�
i if i � n
h�k �mi�i� n� � n if n � i

�

�����
����

i if i � n
��i� n� � k� � n if n � i � n�m
��i� n��m� � n if n�m � i � n� k �m
�i� n� � n if n� k �m � i

�

����
���

i if i � n
i� k if n � i � m� n
i�m if m� n � i � k �m� n
i if k �m� n � i

� h�n � ki

�
�
��
�
i� k if i � m� n
i� �m� n� if m� n � i � k �m� n
i if k �m� n � i

	
A

� �h�n � ki � h�k �m�ni��i�

� Equation ����� if m � d�e then for all i � N��

���n��i� �

���
��
i if i � n
��i� n� � n if n � i � m� n
i� b�c if m� n � i

� h�n�m�b�ci

�
B�
���
��
i�m� b�c if i � n
��i� n� if n � i � m� n
i� b�c if m� n � i

	
CA

� �h�n�m�b�ci � ��

�
�
��
�
i�m if i � n
i� n if n � i � m� n
i if m� n � i

	
A

� �h�n�m�b�ci � � � h�m� ni��i� �

With regard to completeness� note that ���� allows us to deduce

� � ��d�e � h�b�ci�d�e

for arbitrary ground terms �� hence ����� � ����� if d�e � d�e� b�c � b�c and ����d�e�� � ����d�e��	
It is not di�cult to see that this is also only if	 Hence completeness over arbitrary terms can
be reduced to terms of the form ��d�e on the one hand and h�b�ci�d�e on the other	

��



� Terms of the form ��d�e can be rewritten� using �rst Equations ��������� and then
Equations ���������� to �nite lists hi	kiii�I such that i �� ki for all i � I	 For such
lists� extensional equality coincides with syntactic equality	

� For terms of the form h�b�ci�d�e� extensional equality is completely determined by
equality of d�e and b�c� for which Enex provides a complete theory �as stated by
Corollary �	��	 �

��� Causal traces with adjustments

The theory is capped by the equations over CTA that characterise them up to permutation
congruence	 Actually� all that remains is on the one hand to capture the connection between
CTA and CT resp	 Adj� and on the other to capture permutation congruence� the rest of the
work is done by the sub
theories presented above	 The �rst part� connecting up causal traces
with adjustments with their de�ning components� is done by the following equations	

� � � ����

� � id ����

t�u � t�u ����

��� � � � � ����

�� t � ��t����jtj ����

Hence� in a given CTA
expression� ���� allows to shift all adjustments to the right� resulting in
a sequence of CT
terms followed by a sequence of Adj
terms� which can be interpreted in the
respective sub
theories discussed above	 As for the second part� we had already developed a
characterising equation for permutation congruence in Corollary �	�	 Formulated over CTA�
this becomes

t� h�jtjiu � u� h�jujit� h�juj � jtji ����

Note that the variables in this equation range over CT rather than CTA� meaning in particular
that the adjustment part of t is the identity function	 The following are some noteworthy
derivable equations�

��T � T ����

T �� � T ����

�T �U��V � T � �U �V � ����

It is only a minor extension to capture parallel composition �see Section �	�� as well�

jt��j � jtj ����

T � �t��� � T � h�jT jit�� ����

where the �rst equation extends the length function from CT to CTA	 Using parallel com

position� we can formulate ���� more concisely through the following �weak commutativity
property�

t� u � �u� t�� h�jtj � juji �

��



Again� the variables here range only over CT	 As shown in Corollary �	�� this last equation
can in fact be extended to bounded causal traces with adjustments� i	e	� T � U � �U �
T �� h�jT j � jU ji for T�U � CTA such that dT e � jT j and dUe � jU j �where d e is extended
to CTA by dt��e � d�e�	

Let Ecta denote the equational theory consisting of Ect� Eadj and Equations ���������	


�� Theorem� CTA with Ecta is sound and complete for permutation congruence of causal
traces with adjustments	

Proof sketch of Theorem 
��� The precise statement of the theorem is� for all �w��� �
CTA there is a term T � CTA such that ��T ��cta � �w��� �absence of junk�� and for all terms
T�U � CTA� Ecta � T � U i� ��T ��cta � ��U ��cta �provable equality coincides with permutation
equivalence�	

The absence of junk follows from the existence of denotations t and � for w and ��
respectively �see Theorems �	� and �	��� then ��t����cta � �w���	 Soundness of ���������
follows by de�nition of �� ��cta and ���� soundness of ���� by Corollary �	�� soundness of �����
���� by structural induction� and of ���� and ���� by de�nition �see Equation �����	 With
respect to completeness� using ��������� it is straightforward to rewrite every term T � CTA

to a term t��� such that ��T ��cta � ��U ��cta i� ��t��ct � ��u��ct and �i � N�� �����adj�i� � �����adj�i�	
The latter equivalences can be proved in Ect and Eadj� respectively� hence ��������� form
a complete theory for transitive equivalence over CTA	 Finally� Corollary �	� tells us that
���� precisely characterises �	 �

� Mazurkiewicz traces

In the introduction� we have stated that causal traces were intended as a generalisation of
Mazurkiewicz traces	 This section shows in what sense this statement holds	 First we review
the relevant concepts	 A Mazurkiewicz trace assumes that the alphabet A comes equipped
with a globally given symmetric and irre�exive independence relation I � A � A	 The
inverse of I will be denoted D � �A �A� � I	 The e�ect of independence is expressed by
the following equation�

a�b � b�a if a I b	 ����

The principle is the same as for the swapping of elements of a causal trace� however� the pres

ence of global independence obviates the need for explicit local causes	 Mazurkiewicz traces
are strings over A� interpreted modulo trace equivalence� de�ned as the smallest congruence
�with respect to string concatenation� generated by ����	 The class of Mazurkiewicz traces is
denotedMaz	 The corresponding equational theory consists of the monoid axioms ���������
and the permutation axiom ����	 This is expressed by the following standard result	

��� Theorem� Equations ��������� and ���� are sound and complete for permutation equiv

alence of Mazurkiewicz traces	

To see that the assumption of global independence is not satis�ed by arbitrary causal traces�
consider the following example	

��



��� Example� In the causal trace w � �a����b� f�g��b��� �corresponding to the labelled

partial order
a	b

b
� the actions a and b occur both dependently and independently	

Consequently� �w� id�  ��b����a����b� f�g�� h��� �i� but w � ��b�K���b�K���a�K��� ��
for any choice of Ki and �	 There is no global independence relation which can match
this� since either a I b� in which case abb  bba� or a D b� in which case abb � bab	

To formulate Mazurkiewicz trace theory in terms of causal traces� we somehow have to
encode the global �in�dependencies locally	 A solution is to impose an arbitrary numbering
on A� expressed by a bijection o�A	 N

� �or to a left
closed subset of N� ifA is �nite�	 �The
actual choice for o is shown in Proposition �	� below to be irrelevant	� The dependency of a
given action a on other actions will then be encoded locally in the cause set� by including o�b�
for every b such that b D a	 The inverse mapping of such local causes to the corresponding
actions is controlled by adjustment	 Thus� for every a we get a one
element causal trace with
adjustment ��a� � ��a�Ka�� �a� where Ka � fo�b� j b D ag and �a � ho���a� � �	�i � h��i	
The resulting mapping ��A 	 CTA of actions to adjusted causal traces gives rise to a
homomorphism ��Maz	 CTA	

��� Example� Assume A � fa� b� cg with a D b D c and a I c	 For the ordering choose
o � fa �	 �� b �	 �� c �	 �g	 Then

��a� � ��a� f�g�� h�	�i � h��i�

��b� � ��b� f�� �g�� h�	�i � h��i�

��c� � ��c� f�g�� h�	�i � h��i� �

Correspondingly�

��ba� � ��b� f�� �g�� h�	�i � h��i�� ��a� f�g�� h�	�i � h��i�

� ��b� f�� �g� �h�	�i � h��i��a� f�g�� �h�	�i � h��i��� � h�	�i � h��i�

� ��b� f�� �g��a� f�g�� h�	�� �	�i � h��i�

��cb� � ��c� f�g�� h�	�i � h��i�� ��b� f�� �g�� h�	�i � h��i�

� ��c� f�g� �h�	�i � h��i��b� f�� �g�� �h�	�i � h��i��� � h�	�i � h��i�

� ��c� f�g��b� f�� �g�� h�	�� �	�i � h��i�

��bacb� � ��b� f�� �g��a� f�g�� �h�	�� �	�i � h��i���c� f�g��b� f�� �g���

�h�	�� �	�i � h��i��� � h�	�� �	�i � h��i�

� ��b� f�� �g��a� f�g��c� f�g��b� f�� �g�� h�	�� �	�� �	�i � h��i�

The following theorem shows that � is a full embedding� in the sense of reaching entire
�
classes in CTA	

��	 Theorem� ��Maz	 CTA is an injective embedding� such that ���w��� � ���w��� for
all w �Maz	

Proof� First note that for arbitrary a� b � A� �a�� � �b � h�� � �i � �b�� � �a	 The proof of
the theorem can be split into two parts�

��



� To prove that w  x implies ��w� � ��x�	 Due to Theorem �	�� we just have to prove
this for w � ab and x � ba with a I b	 It follows that o�a� 
� Kb and o�b� 
� Ka�
implying �aKb � h��iKb and �bKa � h��iKa	 Hence we have

��w� � ��a�Ka�� �a�� ��b�Kb�� �b�

� ��a�Ka��b� �aKb�� id �� ��� �a�
� � �b�

� ��b�Kb��a� �bKa�� h�� � �i�� ��� �a�
� � �b�

� ��b�Kb��a� �bKa�� h�� � �i � �a�
� � �b�

� ��b�Kb��a� �bKa�� �b�
� � �a�

� ��x� �

� To prove that ��w� � W implies W � ��x� for some x  w	 As before �see Theo

rem �	��� it su�ces to regard transpositions for j��w�j � �� i	e	� there are a� b � A such
that ��w� � ��a�Ka��b� �aKb�� �a����b�� henceW � ��b� Lb��a� La�� h�� � �i��a����b�
for some La� Lb	 It follows that �aKb � h��iLb and La � h��iKa	 The �rst of these
equalities implies � 
� �aKb� implying o�a� 
� Kb and hence a I b� then it can be
deduced that Lb � Kb and La � �bKa	 Together with the remark at the start of the
proof this implies W � ��b�Kb��a� h��iKa�� �b�� � �a� � ��ba�	 �

Apart from some reordering of the free causes and the adjustment parts� the image of � is
independent of o	 This is stated in the following proposition	

��
 Proposition� If o�� o��A 	 N are two di�erent bijective numbering schemes� where
N � f�� � � � � jAjg is a left
closed fragment of N�� and ��� �� are the corresponding em

beddings� then ���w� � �����w����� for all w �Maz� where � � o� � o

��
� 	

Note that � is incrementary i� o� and o� di�er only on �nitely many actions �which is
certainly the case ifA is �nite	 If � is not incrementary then the statement in the proposition
is not expressible in our equational theory	

Proof� By induction on the term structure of w	 Note that ��� � o� � o
��
� 	

� If w � � then ���w� � ���w� � �� hence �����w����� � ������� � ���w�	

� If w � a then K��a � fo��b� j b D ag � ��fo��b� j b D ag� � ��K��a�� furthermore�
���a � ho

��
� �a���	�i � h��i and

���a � ho��
� �a���	�i � h��i

� ho��
� �a���	�i � ��� � h��i � ���

� ��� � ho��
� �����a����	�i � h��i � ���

� ��� � ���a � � �

It follows that

���w� � ��a�K��a�� ���a�

� ��a� ��K��a��� ��
� � ���a � �

��� � �� ��a�K��a�� ���a���
��

� �����w���
�� �

��



� If w � x�y where the proposition holds for x and y� then

���x�y� � ���x�����y�

� �����x���
��������y���

��

� �����x�����y���
��

� �����x�y���
�� �

�

� A symmetric strict monoidal category

In this section� we will regard causal traces with adjustments as arrows in a symmetric strict
monoidal category� which is also the structure of the category of concatenable �Petri net	
processes P�N � studied in ���	 To arrive at this result� trace composition is turned into
arrow composition� and we de�ne an operator similar to the parallel composition discussed
in Section �	� which gives the category a symmetric strict monoidal structure	

��� Causal arrows

The objects of our category are given by the set of natural numbers N under the commutative
monoidal operator of addition� with neutral element �	� They indicate the number of free
causes in a particular state	 Arrows are given by �w����m	 n� where �w��� � CTA such
that

� n � jwj � m� re�ecting the fact that free causes in the target state must either be
bound by w or be continued as free causes in the source state	

� maxFC �w� � m� implying that the free causes of w are a subset of �� � � � �m�

� d�e � n and b�c � jwj � m � n� meaning that � is �active only on �� � � � � n� and
beyond that reverts to a straight increment that lifts indices n� i �over w to indices
m� i� so that they do not get mixed up with free causes	

These conditions are depicted schematically in Figure �	 Formally� the de�nition is as follows	

��� De�nition �causal arrows��

� A causal arrow is a �
tuple A � h��w� �� � i � N�CT �Adj � N with source �� trace
part w� adjustment part � and target � � satisfying � � jwj��� maxFC �w� � �� d�e � �
and b�c � jwj� � � � 	

� We often denote �A� wA� �A and �A for the components of a causal arrow A	

�This choice of objects is motivated by the wish to keep this exposition straightforward� we could have
taken any commutativemonoid� in particular also the multiset of places underlying the Petri nets are monoids

viewpoint of ���� ��� as long as a numbering scheme can be found similar to the one used in the previous
section to embed Mazurkiewicz traces� See also the discussion at the end of this section� and Section ��
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�A

jwAj

wA

� ��
� ��� jwAj

�A

�AjwAj� �

jwAj� �A

Figure 
� �w��� considered as an arrow from m to n

� Two causal arrows A�B are permutation congruent� denoted A � B� if �A � �B� �A � �B
and �wA� �A� � �wB� �B�� where the latter indicates permutation congruence over causal
traces with adjustments	

� For every n � N� the identity arrow is given by In � hn� �� id � ni	

� Concatenation of arrows is de�ned by A�B � h�A� wA��AwB� �A�jwB j � �B� �Bi if �A � �B	

Note that in fact �wA�B� �A�B� � �wA� �A�� �wB� �B�� where the right hand side is concatenation
of causal traces with adjustments	 Hence so far we have merely added sources and targets
to causal traces with adjustments� which serve as upper bounds for the sets of free causes	

��� Example �Mazurkiewicz traces as causal arrows�� If the set of actionsA is �nite�
then the embedding of Mazurkiewicz traces in causal traces �Theorem �	�� yields causal
arrows� if ��w� � �x� �� then hjAj� x� �� jAji is a causal arrow for all w �Maz	 In particu

lar� hjAj� �� id� jAji is a causal arrow� hjAj� �a� fo�b� j b D ag�� ho���a���	�i � h��i� jAji
is a causal arrow for every a � A�� and as we will see �Proposition �	� below� composition
of causal arrows yields causal arrows	

The following proposition states that causal arrows can indeed be regarded as arrows in a
category	 For the proof see Appendix A	

��� Proposition�

�	 A�B is a causal arrow whenever it is de�ned	

�	 Arrow concatenation is well
de�ned up to �	

�	 �A�B��C � A� �B�C� whenever both expressions are de�ned	

�	 A� I	A � A and I
A�A � A for all causal arrows A	

�	 Isomorphisms �i	e	� arrows possessing a left and right inverse� are all arrows A with
�A � �A� wA � � and �A a bijection such that d�Ae � �A	
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��

�B

�B � �

�A � �B

�B

�B � �

�A � �B

�B

jwBj� �B � �A

h��Bi
h�jwAj � �Bi�jwBj

�A�jwBj��B
h�jwAji

wA wB

jwBj� �B � �

jwBj� �

jwAwBj

jwAwBj� �B

jwAwBj� �A � �B

Figure �� Schematic construction of the product of A and B

Due to Proposition �	�	�� in particular all modulo increments h�m� ni give rise to isomor

phisms in the category	 We overload notation by reusing h�m� ni to denote the causal
arrow hm � n� �� h�m� ni�m� ni� with inverse h�n�mi	 The following de�nes the cat

egory that we consider	 Note that the arrows are in fact interpreted up to permutation
congruence	

��	 De�nition �category of causal arrows�� The category CA of causal arrows is given
by object set N� arrows �A����A 	 �A� identity arrows In for all n � N� and arrow
composition as de�ned above	

��� Arrow product

We de�ne an operator � over the objects and arrows of CA� which is similar to the parallel
composition operator discussed in Section �	�	 However� since we can now makes use of
the extra information available in the guise of sources and targets� the arrow product has
more pleasant properties than parallel composition �which was weakly commutative only on
causal traces with bounded adjustments� see Corollary �	��	

��
 De�nition �arrow product�� � is an operator on the objects and arrows of CA�

� m� n � m� n�

� A�B � h�A��B� h��BiwA�h�jwAjiwB� h�jwAj � �Bi�jwB j � �A�jwBj�
B � �B� �A��Bi	

The arrow product is depicted schematically in Figure �	

��� Example �product of Mazurkiewicz traces�� Continuing Example �	�� embedded
Mazurkiewicz traces are closed w	r	t	 product only if we regard traces with disjoint al

phabets �since sources and targets of arrows are added together�	 These are combined by
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making the actions in the two alphabets mutually independent� and consequently con

catenating the traces	 That is� if wi is a Mazurkiewicz trace over hAi�I ii for i � �� ��
with A��A� � �� then w��w� is a Mazurkiewicz trace over A��A� with independence
relation I� � I� � �A� �A�� � �A� �A��	

The following proposition states the arrow product is well
behaved� in the sense that it stays
within CA and the operation is well
de�ned up to permutation congruence	 The proof is
deferred to Appendix A	

��� Proposition�

� If A and B are causal arrows then A�B is a causal arrow�

� A�B is well
de�ned up to permutation congruence of A and B	

The operator � is quite similar to the parallel composition operator � discussed in Sec

tion �	�	 The main di�erence is that in the case of �� the free causes of the operands are
made disjoint� which is possible only because their range is �xed by the source of the arrow	
Also� the condition of boundedness which is necessary for parallel composition to be �weakly�
commutative could be generalised for � because the �bounds of arrows are �xed by their
targets	

�� Theorem� For all causal arrows A�B�C�D the following hold�

�	 �A�B�� C � �A�B��C�

�	 A� I� � A � I� �A�

�	 A�B � h��B � �Ai� �B �A�� h��A � �Bi�

�	 �A�B�� �C�D� � �A�C�� �B �D� whenever �A � �B and �C � �D	

The proof is deferred to Appendix A	 The properties in Theorem �	� are precisely the
conditions of strict monoidality� symmetry and functoriality of �	 In category theory� the
structure we have established is known as a symmetric strict monoidal category� see MacLane
��� or Degano� Meseguer and Montanari ���	

��� De�nition� A symmetric strict monoidal category is a tuple hC� e��� �i where

� C is a category with distinguished object e � C�

� � is an associative bi
endofunctor� with e and id e as neutral elements on objects and
arrows� respectively�

� � is a natural isomorphism for the commutation of � �i	e	� if f � i	 k and g�m	 n then
�f � g�� �k�n � �i�m� �g � f��� such that moreover the following coherence axioms hold�
�m�n� �n�m � idm�n and �idk � �m�n�� ��k�n � idm� � �k�m�n	

Hence we have the following�

���� Corollary� hCA� ���� h�n�mii is a symmetric strict monoidal category	

��



Proof� Note that in our setting� �m�n � h�n�mi	 The only remaining proof obligation is
the second coherence axiom	 Let A � �Ik � h�n �mi�� �h�n� ki � Im�	

�A � �h��� n�mi�� � idk�
��n�m � h�n �mi��� � �h�� �mi�� � h�n� ki���m � idm�

� h�n�mi � h�n� ki�m

� h�n�mi � h�m� ni � h�n � k�mi

� �h�n�kmi �

This concludes the proof	 �

��� Variations

We discuss brie�y to what degree the construction of causal arrows and the ensuing cate

gorical structure depends on our particular choice of underlying monoid of objects �viz	� the
natural numbers�	 Reviewing the role that the objects play� we �nd the following�

� The free causes of arrows with source n form a subset of fi j � � i � ng�

� The �relevant part f�� � � � � d�eg of the adjustment domain of arrows with target n is
a subset of fi j � � i � ng	

Let us call all numbers used in either of the above roles free causes	 A change in object monoid
would mean a change in representation of the free causes	 Apart from the free causes� there
are also the internal causes as used for causal backpointing inside causal traces	 These
would be una�ected by a change of objects	 Adjustment functions thus have a dual purpose�
they map the free causes of the target object either to internal causes or to free causes of
the source object	 These two purposes are blended into one in CA� which is only possible
because we use natural numbers both for free and for internal causes	

We conjecture that one can use a given commutative monoid hM� ���i with M � N � �
to represent free causes� as follows	 Arrows A��	 � with �� � �M consist of a causal trace
w and an adjustment function � as before� such that the free causes of w form a subset of
fk j k v �g where the ordering v �M�M is de�ned by

m v n �� �k �M� m� k � n �

Adjustments are functions �� fk j k v �g 	 fk j k v �g � fi j � � i � jwjg	 Permutation of
the trace part a�ects only the internal causes� i	e	� the part of � ranging over N	 On the other
hand� the free causes can be handled using functions of the form h�m� ni�m� n	 n�m
de�ned by

h�m � ni� i �	
�
i�m if i v n
i n if n � i v m� n

where subtraction  is a derived partial operator de�ned by

m n � k �� k � n � m �

This is well
de�ned if and only if � is �left or right� cancellative� i	e	� if x�y � x� z implies
y � z	 It follows that cancellativity is a property that we have to require of the monoid
hM� ���i in order for the above construction to make sense	

��



���� Conjecture� Given a cancellative commutative monoid hM� ���i� one can construct
a symmetric strict monoidal category hC� ���� h�m � nii using the principles outlined
above� such that the arrows of C are tuples h��w� �� � i �M�CTM�AdjM�M modulo
permutation congruence� whereCTM andAdjM denote variations of the classes of causal
traces and causal adjustments that take the adapted representation of free causes into
account	

A more detailed investigation of this construction is outside the scope of this paper	

� Concluding remarks

Summarising the results of this paper� we recall that we have extended the theory of
Mazurkiewicz traces ���� ��� to a setting which does not rely on a global dependency re

lation� but rather stores information about causality locally� using ideas developed in the
model of causal trees ��� ��	 The main di�culty was to combine the permutation of inde

pendent elements with the operation of trace concatenation	 For this purpose we developed
a notion of incrementary causal adjustments� which store the information about permuta

tions that have taken place in a given trace� in such a way that the information is accessible
to traces appended later	 The objects we consider are pairs of causal traces and such ad

justments functions	 These have been given a complete equational characterisation� with a
second
order component to deal with the causal adjustments	 Finally� we have embedded
these objects as arrows in a symmetric strict monoidal category� where the monoidal op

erator models a form of parallel composition	 The latter application is a good example of
the extension with respect to Mazurkiewicz traces� since it essentially relies on the ability to
de�ne causality locally� rather than globally	

Further work� There are several areas in which the theory of causal traces should be
pursued	 Firstly� their precise relation to other models of concurrency� even the causal trees
from which they were derived� has yet to be studied in depth	 We expect that the categorical
framework developed in ��� can be extended to incorporate the ideas developed here	

Also� continuing a line of study we started in ����� we would like to propose causal
trace languages� i	e	� sets of causal traces� in the role of a deterministic behavioural model
for concurrency as studied by Sassone� Nielsen and Winskel in ���� ���	 In this function�
in contrast to the models considered in ���� ���� causal traces have the advantage that the
canonical �re�ective� determinisation of behavioural models for concurrency does not have to
avoid auto�concurrency� i	e	� the concurrent occurrence of several copies of the same action	
Some preliminary results in this direction are reported in ����	

Furthermore� there also seems to be a straightforward connection between categories with
causal traces with adjustments as arrows� concurrent transition systems as studied by Stark
in ����� and event
based models	 In this regard� the adjustments precisely seem to capture
the information about con�uence that is lost when going from event structures to causal
trees �see Darondeau and Degano in ��� ���	

Finally� as indicated in Section �� when used as arrows between the objects of a com

mutative monoid �which encode information about the available free causes�� causal traces

��



give rise to a categorical structure very similar to that uncovered in ��� for several semantic
theories of Petri nets� in particular the theory of concatenable processes	 Our proof assumes
a speci�c underlying commutative monoid of objects� namely that of natural numbers under
addition� we conjecture that in fact the result does not depend on the particular choice of
commutative monoid� except that it is required to be cancellative	 Causal arrows would thus
seem to give rise to a straightforward Petri net semantics� roughly as follows�

� Take as objects the commutative monoid of potential �multiset� markings� where all
multisetsM �S 	 N are represented as sets KM � f�s� i� j s � S� � � i �M�s�g�

� Take as elementary �one
element� traces the transitions t of a net� giving rise to arrows
h�t� �t� �t�� h�s� i�	�i�s�i��t�� t

�i� where �t denotes the multiset of pre
places� and t� the
multiset of post
places of t� again represented as sets of pairs as above�

� Take as symmetries �zero
element traces� the automorphisms hKM � �� ��KMi over mul

tisets� where ��KM 	 KM is bijective and for all �s� i� � KM � ��s� i� � �s� j� for some
� � j �M�s� �hence � is a permutation of f�s� i� j � � i �M�s�g � KM for all s � S��

� Close arrows under composition and product	 The resulting system can be seen as a
�causal transition system� with as initial state the initial marking	

This model extends the interleaving semantics in an intuitive way �viz	� by merely adding
local causes to every transition� and on the other hand is more abstract than the concatenable
process semantics �because places are not modelled as part of the transitions�	

Acknowledgements� I would like to thank Roberto Gorrieri and especially Pierpaolo
Degano for discussions on causal traces� and Ugo Montanari for illuminating me on the
subject of symmetric monoidal categories	

A Proofs

Some of the longer proofs from Section � have been moved to this appendix� so as not to
make the section itself unreadable	

��� Proposition�

�	 A�B is a causal arrow whenever it is de�ned	

�	 Arrow concatenation is well
de�ned up to �	

�	 �A�B��C � A� �B�C� whenever both expressions are de�ned	

�	 A� I	A � A and I
A�A � A for all causal arrows A	

�	 Isomorphisms �i	e	� arrows possessing a left and right inverse� are all arrows A with
�A � �A� wA � � and �A a bijection such that d�Ae � �A	

Proof�

��



�	 We have that �A�B � �B � jwBj� �B � jwBj� �A � jwBj� jwAj� �A � jwA�Bj� �A�B�
furthermore� for the free causes

maxFC �wA�B� � max�maxFC �wA��maxfk � jwAj j jwAj � k � FC ��AwB�g�

� max��A� �max�AFC �wB��� jwAj� ��

� max��A� �max�Af�� � � � � �Ag�� jwAj� ��

� max��A� d�Ae� b�Ac � jwAj� ��

� max��A� �A� ��

� �A�B �

furthermore� for the adjustment bound

d�A�Be � d�A�
jwB j � �Be

� max�d�A�
jwB je � b�Bc� d�Be�

� max��A � jwBj � �jwBj� �B � �B�� �B�

� max��B� �B�

� �A�B �

and �nally� for the adjustment increment� b�A�Bc � b�A�jwB j � �Bc � b�A�jwB jc �
b�Bc � jwAj� �A � �A � jwBj� �A � �B � jwA�Bj� �A�B � �A�B	

�	 This follows immediately from the same result for CTA �Theorem �	��	

�	 The equality of the sources and targets is immediate	 For the trace part� we have

w�A�B��C � wA�B��A�BwC

� wA��AwB���A�
jwBj � �B�wC

� wA��A�wB��BwC�

� wA��AwB�C

� wA��B�C� �

For the adjustment part� we have� ��A�B��C � �A�B�jwC j��C � ��A�jwBj��B��jwC j��C �
�A�jwB�C j � �B�C � �A��B�C�	

�	 With respect to right neutrality� equality of source and target is immediate� for the
trace part� we have wA�I�

A
� wA��A� � wA and for the adjustment part� �A�I�

A
�

�A�j�j � id � �A�� � �A	

With respect to left neutrality� equality of source and target is immediate� for the
trace part� we have wI�A �A � ��idwA � wA and for the adjustment part� �I�A A �

id�jwAj � �A � id � �A � �A	

�	 If � is a �nite bijection with d�e � n� then ��� is also a �nite bijection with d���e � n�
such that ��� � � � � � ��� � id 	 It follows that hn� �� ���� ni is the left and right
inverse of hn� �� �� ni with respect to arrow composition	

��



On the other hand� if for a given arrow A there exist B and C such that A�B � I
A
and C�A � I	A� then clearly jwAj � jwBj � jwCj � �� hence wA � wB � wC � �� it
follows that �A�B � �A � �B � id � �C � �A � �C�A	 Hence �A has a left and right
inverse� implying that it is bijective� since it is also incrementary it must therefore be
�nite� implying b�Ac � jwAj� �A � �A � �� and hence �A � �A	 �

��� Proposition�

� If A and B are causal arrows then A�B is a causal arrow�

� A�B is well
de�ned up to permutation congruence of A and B	

Proof�

� We check the conditions in De�nition �	�	 With respect to targets� we have

�AB � �A � �B � jwAj� �A � jwBj� �B � jwABj� �AB �

With respect to free causes� we have

maxFC �wAB� � maxFC �h��BiwA� � fk � jwAj j k � FC �h�jwAjiwB�g

� max��maxFC �wA�� � �B� �maxFC �wB�� � jwAj � jwAj� ��

� max��A � �B� �B� ��

� �AB �

With respect to the adjustment bound� we have

d�ABe � max�dh�jwAj � �Bi�
jwBje�b�A�

jwB j�
B � �Bc� d�A�
jwB j�
Be�b�Bc� d�Be�

� max�jwAj� jwBj� �B � �jwAj� �A � �A�� �jwBj� �B � �B��

�A � jwBj� �B � �jwBj� �B � �B�� �B�

� max��A � �B � �A� �A � �B� �B�

� �AB �

Finally� with respect to the adjustment increment� we have

b�ABc � bh�jwAj � �Bi�
jwB jc � b�A�

jwB j�
Bc � b�Bc

� � � jwAj� �A � �A � jwBj� �B � �B

� jwABj� �AB � �AB �

� Assume C � A� with permutation � such that wC � � � wA and �C � �� � �A	
Let 	 be the permutation extending � with identities such that j	j � j�j � jwBj	 It
follows that 	 � wAB � �� � h��BiwA��h�jwAjiwB � h��BiwC�h�jwC jiwB � wCB

and 	� � �AB � ���jwBj � h�jwAj � �Bi�jwB j � �A�jwB j�
B � �B � �h�jwAj � �Bi �
���
B��jwB j � �A�jwBj�
B � �B � h�jwCj � �Bi�jwB j � �C�jwB j�
B � �B � �CB	

Now let 	 � ��jwBj with j	j � jwBj� j�j� then 	 � wBA � h��AiwB��� � h�jwBjiwA� �
h��CiwB�h�jwBjiwC � wBC and 	���BA � ���h�jwBj � �Ai�jwAj��B�jwAj�
A��A �
h�jwBj � �Ai�jwAj � �B�jwA j�
A � �� � �A � �BC	 �

��



�� Theorem� For all causal arrows A�B�C we have�

�	 �A�B�� C � �A�B��C�

�	 A� I� � A � I� �A�

�	 A�B � h��B � �Ai� �B �A�� h��A � �Bi�

�	 �A�B�� �C�D� � �A�C�� �B �D� whenever the left hand side is de�ned	

Proof� Equality of sources and targets is easy to establish	 We prove the trace and adjust

ments parts equal� using the theories Ect and Eadj developed in Section �	

�	 For the trace part we have�

w�AB�C � h��Ci�h��CiwA�h�jwAjiwB��hjwABjiwC

� h��C��BiwA��h��C�jwAjiwB�h�jwAj�jwBjiwC�

� h��BCiwA�h�jwAji�h��CiwB�h�jwBjiwC�

� wA�BC� �

For the adjustment part� we have�

��AB�C

� h�jwABj � �Ci�
jwC j � �h�jwAj � �Bi�

jwB j � �A�
jwB j�
B � �B��

jwC j�
C � �C

� �h�jwABj � �Ci � h�jwAj � �Bi�
jwB j�
C ��jwC j

� �A�
jwB�C j�
B�C � �B�

jwC j�
C � �C

� �h�jwABj � �Ci � h�jwABj � �Bi�

C � h��B � jwBji�


C ��jwCj

� �A�
jwB�C j�
B�C � �B�

jwC j�
C � �C

� �h�jwAj�jwBj � �BCi � h��BC � jwBji � h�jwBj � �Ci��
jwC j

� �A�
jwB�C j�
B�C � �B�

jwC j�
C � �C

� h�jwAj � �BCi�
jwB�C j � �A�

jwB�C j�
B�C � �h�jwBj � �Ci�
jwCj � �B�

jwCj�
C � �C�

� �A�BC� �

�	 First we show A� I� � A	 For the trace part� we have

wAI� � h��I�iwA�h�jwAjiwI� � h��iwA�h�jwAji� � wA�� � wA

whereas for the adjustment part� we get

�AI� � h�jwAj � �I�i�
jwI� j��A�

jwI� j�
I� ��I� � h�jwAj � �i����A�
��id � id��A � �A

Next we show I� �A � A	 For the trace part� we have

wI�A � h��AiwI� �h�jwI�jiwA � h��Ai��h��iwA � ��wA � wA

whereas for the adjustment part� we have

�I�A � h�jwI� j � �Ai�
jwAj � �I��

jwAj�
A � �A

� h�� � �Ai�
jwAj � id�jwAj�
A � �A

� id�jwAj � id � �A

� �A �

��



�	 We prove permutation congruence of the respective causal traces with adjustments� un

der permutation � � h�jwBj � jwAji with j�j � jwAj�jwBj� hence �� � h�jwAj � jwBji
�see Proposition �	��	 For the trace part� we get

� � wAB

� � � �h��BiwA�h�jwAjiwB�

� wB�h�jwBjih��BiwA

� �h��B � �Aih��A � �Bi
�
BwB���h�jwBjih��Bi

�
AwA�

� �h��B � �Aih��Ai
�
BwB���h�jwBjih��B � �Ai

�
AwA�

� �h��B � �Aih��AiwB���h�jwBjih��B � �AiwA�

� ���h��B � �Aih��AiwB���h��B � �Ai�
jwBjh�jwBjiwA���h��B � �Ai�

jwB�Aj��

� wh�
B�
Ai�h��B � �Ai��h��AiwB�h�jwBjiwA���BAwh�	A�	Bi�

� wh�
B�
Ai��BA��h�	A�	Bi �

For the adjustment part� we get

�� � �AB � h�jwAj � jwBji � h�jwAj � �Bi�
jwBj � �A�

jwBj�
B � �B

� h�jwAj � jwBj��Bi � �A�
	B�b�Bc � �B

� h�jwBj��B � �Ai�
jwAj � h�jwAj��A � jwBj��Bi � �B � �A�

	B

� �h��B � �Ai�
jwB j � h�jwBj � �Ai��

jwAj � h�jwAj��A � �B�b�Bci � �B

� h��B � jwAj��Ai � h��A�b�Ac � �Bi � �A�
	B

� h��B � �Ai�
jwB�Aj � h�jwBj � �Ai�

jwAj � �B�
jwAj�
A � �A � h��A � �Bi

� �h�
B�
Ai��BA��h�	A�	Bi �

�	 We prove permutation congruence of the respective causal traces with adjustments�
under permutation � � h�jwCj � jwBji�jwAj with j�j � jwAj � jwBj � jwCj � jwDj�
hence �� � h�jwBj � jwCji�jwD j �see Proposition �	��	 For the trace part� we get

� � w�A�B��C�D�

� � � �h��C�Di�wA��AwB��h�jwA�Bji�wC��CwD��

� � � �h��CiwA�h��Ci�
jwAj�AwB�h�jwAj�jwBjiwC �h�jwAj�jwBji�

jwC j�CwD�

� h��CiwA�h�jwAjiwC �h�jwCjih��Ci�
jwAj�AwB�

�h�jwBj � jwCjih�jwAj�jwBji�
jwC j�CwD

�
� h��CiwA�h�jwAjiwC ��h�jwAj � �Ci�

jwC j��A�
jwC j�
C��C��h��DiwB�h�jwBjiwD�

� w�AC���BD� �

where
�
� takes a big step that is supported by the following subproofs� for the wB
part

h�jwC jih��Ci�
jwAj � �A � h�jwC ji � h�jwAj � �Ci � h��Ci � �A

� h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwC j � h�jwCj��Ci � �A

� h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwC j � �A�

jwC j�
C � h�b�Cci � h��Ci

� h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwC j � �A�

jwC j�
C � �C � h��Di

��



and for the wD
part

h�jwBj � jwCji � h�jwAj�jwBji�
jwC j � �C

� h�jwBj � jwCji � h�jwBji�
jwC j � h�jwAji�

jwC j � �C

� h�jwBji � h�jwAji�
jwC j � �C

followed by a proof that relies on the ability to restrict adjustments to a �nite fragment
once they are being applied �Equation ������

�h�jwAji�
jwC j � �C�wD

� �h�jwAji�
jwC j � �C�

�
DwD

� �h�jwAji
�
C�jwC j � ��	CC �wD

� ��h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwCj � �A�

jwC j�
C ��jwC j�
C � ��	CC �wD

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwCj � �A�

jwC j�
C � �C�
�	CwD

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwCj � �A�

jwC j�
C � �C�wD �

Finally� the component h�jwBji can be swapped with the rest�

h�jwBji � h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwC j � �A�

jwC j�
C � �C

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwC j � �A�

jwC j�
C � �C��
jwBj � h�jwBji �

For the adjustments part� we get

�� � ��A�B��C�D�

� h�jwBj � jwC ji�
jwDj � h�jwA�Bj � �C�Di�

jwC�Dj �

� ��A�
jwBj � �B��

jwC�Dj�
C�D � ��C�
jwDj � �D�

� �h�jwBj � jwC ji � �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwBj � h�jwBj � �Ci��

jwC j �

� �A�
jwBwC j�
C � �B�

jwC j�
C � �C��
jwDj � �D

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwBwC j � h�jwBj � jwCji � h�jwBj � �Ci�

jwC j �

� �A�
jwBwC j�
C � �C � �B�

	C ��jwDj � �D

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwBwC j � �A�

jwBwC j�
C �

� h�jwBj � jwC j��Ci � �C � �B�

D��jwDj � �D

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwBwC j � �A�

jwBwC j�
C �

� �C�
jwBj � h�jwBj � �Ci � �B�


D��jwDj � �D

� �h�jwAj � �Ci�
jwC j � �A�

jwC j�
C � �C��
jwB�D j �

� h�jwBj � �Di�
jwDj � �B�

jwDj�
D � �D

� ��AC���BD� �
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